ABSTRACT. The late Rev. William Matheson's lifelong fascination with the performance of Gaelic songs in so-called 'strophic' metres ultimately resulted in his recording seventeen such songs for the album Gaelic Bards and Minstrels, No. 16 in the Scottish Tradition series of recordings from the School of Scottish Studies Archive. Strophic metre, used largely for clan eulogy, elegy, and other praise-poetry in the period after the decline of the syllabic metres, is remarkable in that the final line of each stanza contrasts metrically and ornamentally with all of the preceding lines in that stanza. This article examines Matheson's sources, methodology, and performance; evaluates his rationale; and assesses the likely authenticity of his performances of six songs in which the number of lines varies from one stanza to the next.
School of Scottish Studies described this undertaking in a profile of William Matheson in 1980 (Tocher 5/35: 283-91) :
It was his own idea to make these expeditions and to include tunes, and anecdotes about the bard, in the book, as he was becoming increasingly alive to the value of oral tradition. This awareness was a gradually developing one. Mòd type singing was very much in vogue among the Gaels in towns and cities at the time. There seemed to be a general feeling that oral tradition was more or less dead and that Gaelic song was now to be found only in books. He himself had sung with the Inverness Gaelic Choir and was also associated for some time with the Edinburgh Gaelic Choir, but he became disillusioned with musical notation as an adequate means of transmitting the complexities of Gaelic singing. …[A]ll in all, there was a growing awareness that there was much more to Gaelic singing than what could usually be heard at Mòds and concerts, and indeed that Marjory Kennedy-Fraser's treatment of the materials she had collected did not do them justice.
On his long visit to North Uist at the end of his first year at University in 1930, William himself had come to realise that there was much more music and oral tradition in the surrounding community than he had noticed in his boyhood years…. It was, however, the MacCodrum expeditions of 1935 and 1936 that brought this development to full maturity. As he himself described it: 'There was a gradual awareness that what I was hearing from these people in the islands was…not only truer -not just authentic -but better as music than what I had been reading in the books … I began to be discontented with how badly and inadequately the music was written in the books. ' He had no difficulty in getting informants to sing to him. His usual technique was to concentrate on learning the tunes by heart. He would then as soon as possible write down the words and an outline of the tune in tonic solfa, as a safety device to back up his own memory and to ensure that some written record, even if an imperfect one, survived. … He also had a thorough knowledge of printed and manuscript sources such as the Eigg Collection and the Maclagan MSS, and could direct his researches and questions accordingly.
On these expeditions what he learned was not confined to the songs of John MacCodrum, but encompassed the whole spectrum of Gaelic singing and, indeed, oral tradition in general, including aspects of local and family history in North Uist. These years gave his interests a stimulus and a direction that remained with him from then on… Following publication of his work on MacCodrum, William Matheson studied for the ministry of the Church of Scotland, to which he was ordained in 1941, and spent about ten years in active ministry before returning to academic life as a lecturer in Celtic at Edinburgh University in 1952 -a year after the School of Scottish Studies was established. Over the subsequent three decades, William Matheson recorded some 500 items for the School's archives, including narratives, reminiscences, anecdotes, and Gaelic songs of all kinds. D. A. MacDonald summarized his achievements thus (op.cit):
There can be no-one alive who has united within himself quite such a range of knowledge of tradition and song on the one hand and academic learning on the other as William Matheson. Drawing on all manner of sources, oral, manuscript and printed, he has achieved an astonishing synthesis.
Songs in strophic metre
Strophic verse is a type of accentual versification that came into its own following the disintegration of the hereditary Gaelic social system in the seventeenth century.
1 One casualty of this cataclysm was dàn dìreach, the strict-metre syllabic poetry composed in Classical Gaelic, which had been cultivated for centuries by court poets in both Scotland and Ireland for the expression of formal panegyric. With the Gaelic courts abandoned and much of the clan chief's power dissipated, the system of patronage that had supported the formal training of court poets and the composition of strict-metre poetry collapsed.
Although the clan chiefs had lost much of their power and authority, clan loyalties remained strong, and clan panegyric was still composed. Now, however, the bards drew upon the deep reservoir of vernacular poetic forms long practised among ordinary people. Whether the particular metres we now call 'strophic' were invented at this time or whether they simply emerged from that reservoir and were adapted for this purpose, it is clear that the strophic metrical forms came into particular favour for the composition of poetry in praise of the clan chief and his household. 'Strophic' verse -'strophic' simply means 'stanzaic' -is fundamentally different from dàn in that it is based on a regularly-recurring rhythmic pattern, i.e. it is accentual rather than syllabic verse. Accentual verse represents, indeed, a natural development in Scottish Gaelic, reflecting the stress-timed character of Gaelic speech; and a wide variety of accentual verse forms were doubtless practised for centuries among ordinary Gaels in Scotland -as in Ireland -prior to their earliest appearances in manuscript and printed sources.
2
Even so, the type of accentual verse with which we are concerned here appears to be unique to Scottish Gaelic tradition; it is not a recognized form in Irish verse-practice. What makes it unique is its stanzaic structure: rather than a couplet or a quatrain -stanzaic forms that characterize most Irish and a considerable proportion of Scottish Gaelic accentual verse -the 'strophe' in this case consists of a paragraph containing between three and nine lines, in which the final line contrasts with those preceding. And while the number of lines per stanza is generally regularised, there is a significant number of poems in strophic metre in which the length of the paragraph/strophe can vary by as many as three lines from one strophe to the next. Such metrical variability challenges musical performance, as the singer must adjust his or her air ad hoc to fit the changing shape of the verse. Our task here will be to examine the nature of such adjustments, as revealed by William Matheson's performances of six such songs.
Reviving a lost art
When Matheson began work, there were very few people singing songs in strophic metre, and even fewer who knew songs by the poets he was interested in. For this reason, he realized that he needed not only to consult oral tradition-bearers but also to investigate manuscript and printed sources if he were to identify and recreate the music associated with specific texts. His familiarity with such sources, and his ability to credibly interpret the staff notation he saw on the page -notation which he knew represented at best a vague approximation of what the original had sounded like -enabled him to reconstruct a style and method of singing these songs that satisfied him. Thus his work in this area truly representsto borrow Donald Archie MacDonald's term -an 'astonishing synthesis' of written and oral sources, the whole informed by his deep understanding of oral tradition and, in particular, the needs of its audience for an aurally-integrated and easily comprehensible style of performance that would support the sense of the text.
The It should be noted that, in making his transcription of the air, William Matheson is not simply copying the air as noted, but is already beginning to put his own stamp on the melody.
Most of his changes relate to rhythm, suggesting his overriding concern that the rhythm of the music conform as naturally as possible to that of the text. It is also clear from his transcription that he is not particularly concerned with the placement of bar-lines, given that some of his bars appear to contain only three beats. 6 For ease of comparison, here is how Matheson's sol-fa translates back into staff notation:
A particularly interesting feature of Matheson's sol-fa transcription is his indication of a repeated line at the end. He may have assumed such a repeat on the authority of the 'dal segno' noted in Torloisg (although the manuscript's placement of the 'segno' at the beginning of the second bar is incomprehensible in terms of a sung performance); or he may have decided that this song was one in which the repetition of the final line was called for, and he needed music for that purpose; or he may have made the decision on musical grounds alone, feeling that the tune should end on the lower tonic note. It seems likely that a combination of the latter two considerations decided the matter for him, but it's unfortunate that we cannot ask him. 6 Omit this phrase and phrase 7 for 6-line stanza.
5 Omit this phrase and phrases 6 and 7 for 5-line stanza.
Flexibility in Performance
With regard to the variable length of the stanzas or 'strophes' in this song, Matheson's sol-fa transcription gives us a crucially important clue to his working method. The second line of this transcript indicates which phrases he considers should be omitted in the case of stanzas containing fewer than eight lines (or nine, if you count the repeated line at the end). By choosing lines from the middle of the air for this purpose, Matheson is ensuring that each strophe begins and ends with the same music -something that he believed was absolutely necessary. In connection with the recording of these songs in 1982-3, Morag MacLeod recalls:
8 I did ask Willie how he got to organise the melodies of bits that he didn't have from oral tradition or in writing. He said the phrases had to 'chime'. I understood that it was a bit like harmony between two parts, only between different phrases within the same verse. The problem was to finish with the same melody, whatever the length of the verse was, and the other phrases had to lead to that in a way that pleased the ear, and the melodic conventions of the tradition.
In searching for airs appropriate to the texts he was interested in, Matheson clearly had in mind the number of lines per strophe, and he generally sought out airs containing as many phrases as would be needed to perform the longest strophe in the poem, thereby obviating the need for him to compose music out of his own head to complete a stanza. In this case, there appears to be both musical and historical justification for his assumption that the Torloisg air was intended to accompany the text that begins 'Thriall ur bunadh gu Pharao': not only are the musical phrases the correct length, and not only is there the right number of such phrases, but the manuscript's provenance and the association of this particular air with 'Clann Ghilleane' all support that conclusion.
In performing this song, Matheson has followed the procedure laid out above to its logical conclusion. Here is how Matheson adapted the air from the Torloisg manuscript to his purposes:
Notation of these motifs is meant only to convey the melodic contour of the line, the sequence of pitches relative to one another. The bar line is placed following the pitch or pitches assigned to the final metrical foot in the line, which in this poem consists of a disyllable in the initial lines, and a monosyllable in the final line. In addition, we should note that these contours represent the most common melodic patterns used in Matheson's performance, and that individual stanzas may contain small melodic variations -one or two notes at most -that nonetheless support the overall contour of the melody at that point.
Because the rhythmic quantities of notes vis-à-vis one another are determined by a combination of word-stress and metrical accent, the rhythmical realization of a given motif is likely to differ substantially from stanza to stanza, depending upon the number of syllables (including epenthetic syllables) for which music is needed, the presence of anacrusis or 'upbeat' before the first stressed syllable in the line, and the placement of stressed syllables in the line. Here, for example, is a rough approximation of how Matheson performs the third motif from the left, above, in each of the stanzas in which it occurs:
Stanza 5 :
In the end, Matheson's performance of 'Thriall ur bunadh go Pharao' is a mixture of simplicity and subtlety -the subtle, rhythmical interplay of words and metre set to a flexible sequence of chant-like musical motifs characterised by a narrow melodic compass, largely step-wise motion, and a good deal of repetition. Regardless of length, each strophe begins and ends with the same musical material, giving an impression of uniformity despite the fact that shorter strophes will lack one or more of the musical motifs. These songs require great discipline from the singer, who must omit the correct motifs for shorter strophes so as not to end up in the wrong place, and maintain the motifs in the correct order throughout.
This flexible style of performance also To solve the problem of stanza nine, Matheson chooses the simple and conservative expedient of repeating an earlier motif -the one found in the fourth phrase of the air -to extend the melody. The following example shows how Matheson has adapted Fraser's air to the four stanzas quoted above. Again, he has ensured that the beginning and end of each stanza retains the same melodic contour, while the internal phrases drop in and out as needed: In connection with his 1982 recording of this song for the School of Scottish Studies, Matheson mentioned to Morag MacLeod the difficulty he had encountered in adapting Campbell's air, which he said had been supplied to Campbell by the nineteenth-century collector Frances Tolmie.
12 Fortunately, it also appears in Tolmie's own collection of songs from Skye, as transcribed from Margaret Gillies, Bracadale, Skye, in 1862 (Tolmie: 99). We say 'fortunately' because the fifth bar of Tolmie's air, given below, is missing from Campbell's printed version of the air:
Unlike other early collectors, Tolmie was in the habit of recording the texts as well as the airs she encountered. In this case, the text differs subtly from the one chosen by J. C. However, despite the fact that Tolmie's transcription provides a complete air for this song, William Matheson remarked to Morag MacLeod that the performance had given him difficulty, because the version of the air he was looking at -presumably the one in Campbell's volume -lacked sufficient music for all the verses:
Nise, chan eil anns a'…Tolmie Collection ach…eisimpleir dhe dh'aon rann. Is mar sin, rinn mi fhèin suas mar a bheadh còir dhuinn na rainn eile a sheinn. Nuair a thuigeas tu dualchas, tuigidh tu dè a tha agad ri chur ann airson an ceòl a dhèanamh suas, a' bheil a fhios agat…. Sè tha mi a' ciallachadh, tha feadhainn dhe na rainn anns nach eil ann ach còig sreathean, feadhainn anns a bheil sia, agus feadhainn anns a bheil seachd. Agus chan eil cuimhn' agam anisd co-dhiùbh tha Frances Tolmie a' toirt a'chiùil mar a tha 's na còig sreathan nà na sia sreathan, ach -chan eil na seachd, co-dhiùbh -ach codhiùbh, ge air bith dè a th' aice chan eil aice ann ach aon rann….'S mar sin bh'agamsa ri, bha e agamsa ri sreath a bharrachd a chur dhan cheòl dhan chuid dhe na rainn 's dòcha, na bha aice-se. Tha mi smaointeach gur h-e na còig sreathan a bh' aice…. Agus a' reprise, a bheil a fhios agad.
13 Agus an uair sin, mar sin, bh' agamsa ri sreath a bharrachd dhe cheòl a chur ann an cuid dhe na rainn agus dà shreath a bharrachd dhan cheòl a chur ann an rainn eile. (SA2001.079.03-11) Now, the Tolmie Collection only gives one stanza as an example. For this reason, I myself made up how the other stanzas should be sung. When you understand tradition, you understand what needs to be added to make up the music, you know….What I mean is, there are some stanzas that only have five lines, some have six, and some have seven. I don't recall now whether Tolmie gives music for a verse of five lines or of six, but it wasn't for a seven-line verse anyway. In any case, she only gives one stanza….So I had to add a line to the music for some of the stanzas, beyond what she gave. I think it was a fiveline stanza that she had….And the reprise, 13 you know. And then accordingly, I had to add an additional line of music in some of the stanzas, and two additional lines in others.
Curiously, although Matheson on this occasion mentions Tolmie's air, he clearly cannot have looked carefully enough at Tolmie's transcription as it appears in JFSS which, because of Margaret Gillies' conflation of the first two stanzas, actually does include enough music for the longest stanzas of the poem. Matheson Here we have seven stanzas, varying in length between five and eight lines (not counting the repeated final line). While all of the stanzas end in a trisyllable, the fifth stanzathe one beginning spealp nach dìobradh above -is not only the longest, but it is also subtly different from the others in that the seven non-final lines end in a monosyllable, and most of the lines begin with a stressed syllable. These features pose a significant challenge, as we shall see.
Fraser gives the tune four times, subjecting it to both rhythmical and melodic variation. It is not clear whether these variations represent something Fraser had heard from singers, or whether he composed them himself in order to extend the music for an instrumental performer. Remarkably, however, Matheson' The fifth stanza presented Matheson with a peculiar problem. In the first place, this stanza contains eight lines (not counting the repeated line at the end), making it longer than any of the others. More important, however, is the conformation of the initial quadrisyllabic lines: most of them begin with a stressed syllable (meaning that there is no room for an 'upbeat' or anacrusis in the musical setting); and they end in a disyllable rather than a monosyllable.
None of Fraser's settings is long enough to accommodate an eight-line stanza; and while the first, sixth and seventh stanzas of the poem also contain quadrisyllabic lines, Matheson clearly felt that the music appropriate for those stanzas would not work for the fifth stanza. Indeed, the musical phrases used for the initial lines of those stanzas sound awkward when applied to stanza five, because the metrical requirements of the verse upset the rhythmical pattern that one has, by that time, come to associate with those melodic motifs. In any case, the problem of the additional line had also to be dealt with.
Matheson's solution was to improvise some music of his own for the initial lines of stanza five, while ensuring a smooth transition to the final two phrases, which had to remain the same as in all the other stanzas: Morag MacLeod has recalled that, during their work together, William Matheson referred to the fact that Angus Fraser's air suggests 'different ways of singing. In Mary MacLeod's Lament for Iain Garbh there are variations in the number of lines, but also in the number of syllables in each verse. The music has to accommodate that. He says, "It took me a while to work that out."' 14 Possibly it was this problematic stanza that Matheson had in mind, and it is a pity that he did not discuss it while the tape was running, nor did he address it anywhere in print or in his notebooks so far as I am aware. In any case, however, his solution certainly passes muster, judging solely by musical and metrical criteria; and as the problem must have been commonly faced by anyone in the habit of reciting poetry of this kind, Matheson's solution suggests one way in which it might have been addressed. Stanzas vary in length between five and six lines, with (if the evidence of the musical setting is to be believed) the final long line repeated twice. Unusually, however, the initial lines of each stanza each contain three stresses rather than two, and they end in a trisyllable, rather than the usual monosyllable or disyllable. More unusually still, the final long line contains twice as many stressed syllables as the initial lines, rather than only one additional stress. Here is the text as Matheson sings it:
Deoch-slàinte 'n Iarla thuathaich sin a thriall an dè thar chuantan bhuainn le sgioba làidir luasganach nach pilleadh càs no fuathas iad; muir gàireach ris gach guallainn dhi. Air clàr do luinge luaithe ghabh mi cead dhiot 's fhuair mi'n t-òr. Air clàr do luinge luaithe ghabh mi cead dhiot 's fhuair mi'n t-òr. On the basis of this text, one might foresee a general redefinition of 'strophic' metre; but this is not our business here. The interesting thing about this example for our purposes is the fact that Angus Fraser appears to support Matheson's core principle in reconstructing these songs, namely, that the air needs to be flexible in order to accommodate stanzas of varying length; and by directing the performer to repeat bars five through eight 'in long stanzas,' Fraser is confirming that this flexibility needs to come in the middle of the tune, rather than at the beginning or end.
Even so, however, Fraser's setting fails to account for the fact that the text does not fit handily into a standard sixteen-bar musical form. This probably didn't matter for his purposes, as I suspect that he had instrumental performance in mind, and the audience for his collection of tunes would have expected sixteen-bar musical settings. But for Matheson, seeking to re-fit the air to the text, the repeated section would have provided too much extra music for the longer stanzas, as it contains enough for two additional lines of verse, where only one is needed. In other words, Fraser's setting, including the repeated section, supplies music sufficient for a stanza of eight lines (including the repeated last line), rather than only seven.
As he did in the case of 'Mo bheud 's mo chràdh', Matheson chose to make full use of Fraser's setting of Fàilte Mhic Shimidh, adapting Part 1 of Fraser's music to the seven-line stanzas, and using Part 2 for the shorter, six-line stanzas. In any case, the final two musical phrases (i.e. the final four bars) are the same for each of the two sections as Fraser gives them. Here is how Matheson adapted Fraser's material to his purposes. The final two phrases are as given for Part 1.
However awkward it may be to adapt Fraser's air to the longer stanzas, his confirmation of Matheson's core assumption in reconstructing these songs is of inestimable value. The performance of songs in strophic metre has been uncommon for some time, as Matheson's recourse to manuscripts and printed sources attests; very few such songs are to be found in the archives of the School of Scottish Studies, and those that do are, as far as I am aware, songs in which the number of lines per stanza has been regularized.
Conclusions and conjectures
As William Matheson was quick to acknowledge, his performance of songs in strophic metre -whether the stanzas were of fixed length or otherwise -was unlikely to resemble that of someone who had learned the songs from living tradition. In the first place, he believed that the airs were likely to have been composed by the poets themselves, and that they would change to accommodate rhythmical changes in the text. What it is is a declamation … when she was composing the words I think the sound of the words was coming to her at the same time as the words themselves somehow, you know. And see how it changes from stanza to stanza, too, you know. You know, the thing which changes from stanza to stanza like that, that proves that it's been made on the spot, that it is, as the English has it, spontaneous. It's not a stereotype. It's coming to you as you create it….
What Matheson is saying is, of course, impossible to prove -and in any event, what might have been true for one poet might not have been true for another. It seems equally possible that certain reciting-tones and melodic motifs circulated within communities, and could have been appropriated as needed by poets and singers. Matheson's own performances provide plenty of evidence that, by repeating a note or subtly altering a melodic contour, a given motif can easily be adapted for lines containing additional syllables; and the same would be true in reverse. Some singers may have been more skilled than others at this sort of manipulation -just as, given the difficulties we have been examining here, some singers were probably better than others at performing songs in which stanza-length was not fixed.
Matheson also acknowledges that there might be a considerable difference between one performance and another of the same song. I think there would be a considerable difference between how she performed it on two occasions, you know. On two occasions. … I think, the old people, when they sang something like that there would be a big difference between how they sang on two occasions.
Matheson appears to be saying that performing these songs allowed a good deal of room for improvisation on the part of the singer. Insofar as his own performances are the result of long study and thought over many years, it is clear that they are not typical of the spontaneous and improvisatory performance that he says would have been common. In particular, his use of the variations supplied by Angus Fraser for 'Mo bheud 's mo chràdh' and 'Deoch-slàinte an Iarla thuathaich sin' -variations probably composed by Fraser himself with the instrumental performer in mind -may not reflect traditional performance practice. At the same time, Matheson's use of these variations certainly does reflect his understanding that rhythmical differences between stanzas would have required sensitive adaptation of the melody to fitwhether instinctive and improvisatory, or carefully planned in advance.
Matheson's unflagging interest in this material, his dogged detective work, and his creativity in solving the problems posed by stanzas of irregular length, have given us not only a sense of how these particular songs might have been performed, but a possible insight into how we might unlock the mysteries of other types of sung performance of which only the faintest echoes remain.
While working on this material, I happened to recall a recording made in the 1950s in County Galway in Ireland. At that time the American collector Sidney Robertson Cowell made two recordings of caointeoireacht, the keening of the dead, from elderly women in the Aran Islands. 16 While the age and infirmity of one singer made her recording very difficult to make out, the second woman, who chose to remain anonymous, recorded the following. The text is admittedly very basic and formulaic, but its metrical shape is unambiguous: a short stanza of unfixed length, composed of a series of short two-stress lines ending in a monosyllable, concluding with a contrasting two-stress line ending in a disyllable.
17 It is also eerily reminiscent of the metrical shape of strophic verse, suggesting that the latter metre may not have been invented out of thin air by Iain Lom and his contemporaries as some have argued, but may actually have metrical ancestry of some antiquity: The air, while it relies to a considerable extent on rhapsodic melisma for its expressive qualities -a phenomenon that makes it look very complicated on the page -is actually a simple tune composed of a series of falling motifs within the interval of a minor sixth. In the following transcription, which I made in the 1970s, each staff corresponds to a stanza of text:
The air employs seven motifs in all, labelled [a] through [g] across the top staff. Each stanza uses between three and five of these motifs, always keeping them in the correct order, and ending with the sequence [f]- [g] . Most important -and most reminiscent of what happens in the performance of the Scottish examples that we have been discussing here -is the fact that most of the melodic variation from one stanza to the next occurs in the middle of the stanza, i.e. in the place where it will cause least disturbance to the aural apprehension of the stanzaic unit. Here is the text once again, this time with the corresponding musical motifs marked to show clearly how the process of turning them into a sung performance works: Unfortunately, so few recordings of caointeoireacht are available for public discussion (although I believe there may be some in private hands) that it is impossible to say how commonly this sort of flexible structure might once have been attested in Ireland. 18 It is nonetheless suggestive that the principle which governs treatment of stanzas of unequal length is as clearly demonstrated in this example as it is in the case of the strophic metres. At the very least, this example provides, from living tradition, a useful corollary to Matheson's studied performances, and gives resonance to his conclusions about how poems in strophic metre would have been heard some three hundred years ago. air, as for example Allan MacDougall's poem to MacDonald of Glengarry which is designated to be sung 'Air fonn agus tomhas "A bhean, leasaich a stop dhuinn" ' (1829:13 Folk-Song Society, no. 16 (London, 1911): 263. 13 By 'reprise' Matheson appears to be referring to the final phrase of music, to which the last line of each verse is sung as a prelude to the following verse. 14 Morag MacLeod, in correspondence by e-mail, 24/2/2011. 15 Unfortunately, Matheson does not tell us why he chose this particular air, apart from the implicit fact that it fitted the metre of the verse and accommodated the variable stanza-length of the poem. Dr John MacInnes tells me that he thinks he recalls William Matheson saying on one occasion that he had heard this song sung in tradition; if so, however, the notes to his recording do not mention such an experience. 16 Songs of Aran, Smithsonian Folkways FW 04002 (1957) . 17 So far as I am aware, this is the first time that such a structure has been described for an example of caointeoireacht. Extensive study of the genre has, however, been undertaken over many years by Prof. Breandán Ó Madagáin and others, much of it focused on the performance of Caoineadh Áirt Uí Laoghaire and the distinction between what Ó Madagáin calls the gol -the verse of the caoineadh, in which the qualities of the deceased person are enumerated -and the olagón, the cry of grief taken up by the mourners in chorus, between verses (O Madagáin: 32-41). While I am in fundamental agreement with Prof. Ó Madagáin, I believe that, in addition to the ritualistic use of caointeoireacht that he describes, there was also a more private sort of caointeoireacht in which a person might seek the solace of song as an ease to grief. In these examples one finds syllables of lamentation such as ochón and ariú mingling with more specific text relating to the deceased person, without any formal boundary between the two. The present example is, I believe, an example of this sort of caointeoireacht, and there are others; see for example Kitty Gallagher's 'Keen for a dead child' on Alan Lomax's seminal early recording for the Columbia World Library of Folk and Primitive Music (Columbia AKL 4941; Rounder 1742), or the fragment recorded by Seosamh Ó hÉanaí at the request of his friend Liam Clancy (search 'caoineadh' at www.joeheaney.org). 
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